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Abstract: Over the last few years, there has been a remarkable increase in use of World Wide Web for a wide and variety of applications. The web plays a central role in e-commerce applications. As a consequence, there is a need to improve Intelligence of Web Engineering Applications in the context of Business and IT industry. To achieve this objective web engineering tasks must be able to identify some useful insights for business intelligence. The proposed research work attempts to initiate Business Intelligence from Web Based Applications. The issues of research work are uniformly accommodated in five steps. The First step identification of fundamental tasks of Web Engineering, Mining for Software Engineering and its extension to Mining for Web Engineering, Web Mining and Web Based Business Intelligence Applications will be done. The Second step recent Literature Review will be carried out. The Third Step case studies on present’s business intelligence need of next generation business applications, development of Next Generation Business Intelligence Application Development Technologies (NGBIADT). The NGBIADT covers Web 2.0, Agile Modeling and Web Services. The Fourth step the idea of Mining approaches for Web Engineering and NGBIADT. The Mining approach of Web Engineering consists of 3 phases. In Phase 1, Web Engineering data such as web design, structure of Web, web logs and error reports are collected using a comprehensive algorithm. Phase 2 integrates a various Web Engineering data from phase 1 to develop web mining approach using association rules, classification and clustering techniques. In Phase 3, information generated from web mining approach can be considered as base for developing a web based application that satisfies the need of end user requirements and also satisfying needs of business industry. Thus, phase 3 produces tasks related to web application structure, web services, web architectures, web configuration management data, web classification, web communities, website Navigation and web security. These tasks are very much essential in developing NGBIADT applications. The mining approach of NGBIADT consists of technologies such as Web 2.0 for business intelligence, Agile modeling for business intelligence and Web Services for business intelligence with suitable exemplars. The Fifth Step demonstrates various insights to improve Web Engineering applications for the purpose of Business Intelligence using Secure Stock Market (SSM) web application as an example. Applying Mining strategies to Web Services will provide valuable insights in terms of Service discovery, Service dependency, Service composition etc. Hence this proposed research work investigates the following various areas of research like:

- The study on Web engineering tasks.
- Mining techniques related to web engineering
- Obtain and analyze Mining information in business intelligence
- Some insights that improve intelligence of web based application.
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I. Scope Of The Proposed Problem Definition

The Research problems addressed here are: Mining Web engineering data pertaining to Program source code mining implementation tools which improves software debugging and its related challenges[1]. Strategies for debugging mining includes: Text Mining, Sequence Mining and Graph Mining.

Key research questions addressed are:
1. What types of Web Engineering Data are available to be mined?
2. Which Web Engineering Tasks can be helped using Data Mining?
3. How Data Mining techniques are used in Web Engineering?
4. What are the Challenges in applying Data Mining techniques to Web Engineering data?
5. Which Data Mining techniques are most suitable for specific types of Web Engineering data?

The importance of software is increasing in scientific research and our daily life [2]. Meanwhile, the cost and consequences of software failure caused by software bugs become more and more serious. This research emphasizes a standard process for data mining based software debugging [3]. This proposed process provides guidelines for software testing engineers and researchers on how to apply data mining techniques and software testing theory on real life software testing projects. Data mining based software debugging projects is a...
five step process[4]: Establish the software testing project; data collecting, cleaning and transformation; select, train and verify the data mining models; classify, locate and describe the software bug found in previous steps; and deploy the knowledge gained into real life software testing project.

II. Objectives Of The Proposed Research Work

The objective of the research work to propose strategic Data Mining tools for program source code debugging which improves Software Reliability & Quality. The mining algorithms works on Web engineering data like text, sequences, graphs : Which improves software engineering tasks like Programming; Maintenance; Bug

Software engineers can start with either a problem driven approach, but in practice they commonly adopt a mixture of the first two steps: collecting/investigating data to mine and determining the Web Engineering tasks to assist[5]. The three remaining steps are, inorder, preprocessing data, adopting/adapting/developing a mining algorithm, and postprocessing applying mining results.

Processing data involved first extracting relevant data from the raw Web Engineering data – for example, static method call sequences or call graphs from source code, dynamic method call sequences or call graphs from execution traces, or word sequences from bug report summaries. This data is further processed by cleaning and properly formatting it for the mining algorithm[6][7]. For example, the input format for sequence data can be a sequence database where each sequence is a series of events.

The next step produces a mining algorithm and its supporting tool, based on the mining requirements derived in the first two steps. In general, mining algorithms fall into four main categories: Frequent Pattern Mining: Finding commonly occurring patterns. Pattern Matching: Finding data instances for given patterns. Clustering – Grouping data into clusters[8] Classification- Predicting labels of data based on the already labeled data.

The final step transforms the mining algorithm results in to an appropriate format required to assist the Web Engineering task. For example, in the preprocessing step, a software engineer replaces each distinct method call with a unique symbol in the sequence data base being fed on to the mining algorithm. The mining algorithm then characterizes a frequent pattern with these symbols. In post processing, the engineer changes each symbol back to the corresponding method call[9]. When applying frequent pattern mining, this step also includes finding locations that match a mined pattern – for example, to assist in programming or maintenance – and finding locations that violate a mined pattern – for example, to assist in bug detection.

Neglected conditions are an important but difficult-to-find class of software defects. This approach presents a novel approach for revealing neglected conditions that integrates static program analysis and advanced data mining techniques to discover implicit conditional rules in the novel approach for revealing neglected conditions that integrates static program analysis[10].

Most Software engineering (and Web Engineering ) data mining studies rely on well-known, publicly available tools such as association rule mining and clustering. Such black-box reuse of mining tools may compromise the requirements unique to software engineering by fitting them to the tools undesirable features[12][13]. Further, many such tools are general purpose and should be adapted to assist the particular task at hand. However, Software engineering researchers may lack the expertise to adapt or develop mining algorithms or tools, while data mining researchers may lack the background to understand mining requirements in the software engineering domain[11]. On promise way to reduce this gap is to foster close collaborations between the software engineering community (requirement providers) and data mining community (solution providers). This research effort represents one such instance. Writing Requirements is a two way process, classified as Functional Requirements (FR) and Non-Functional Requirements (NFR) statements from Software Requirements Specification (SRS) documents. This is systematically transformed into state charts considering all relevant information. The test cases can be used for automated or manual software testing on system level[14]. A method for reduction of test suite by using mining methods there by facilitating the mining and knowledge extraction from test cases.

Plan of the Proposed Research Work

☐ Through extensive literature survey, related work pertaining to Mining for Software Engineering with its extension to Mining for Web Engineering will be studied.
☐ The present and future industry needs related to Mining for Web Engineering will be studied and documented. A universal design approach will be followed meeting most of the industry standards.
☐ Tools will be implemented for obtained research found outs for Mining for Web Engineering
☐ A case study on Web 2.0 Services Business Intelligence applications will be carried out to validate and justify research results.
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